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ENGINE PROTECTOR

BC6F11D00000

Guard placed around the engine to protect it.

Minimizes damage as much as possible when your fall down

Strong tubular construction

Fits the optional fog light mount

FOG LIGHT MOUNT

BC6H54A50000

To mount the fog light kit on the engine protector

For easy mounting the fog light on the engine protector

Protects the fog light when falling down

LED FOG LIGHT KIT PIAA70

BC6854A30000

Genuine fog light kit, which improves your view during bad weather 

conditions

Nice attractive fog lights

Improves your view

Compliments your touring bike

Low power consumption due to LED

Especially engineered by PIAA for YAMAHA
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Side Sliders 

1WS-211D0-00-00 - Black

Protectors placed on either side of your TRACER 700 to prevent 

accidental damage to the engine as much as possible.

Does not affect the banking angle of the unit

High quality finish

Enhance the tough looks of your Tracer 700

Sold per set of two

Sub cowling

1WS283R00000 SUB COWLING MBL2

1WS283R01000 SUB COWLING MS1

Stylish sub cowling, integrated design.

Available in 2 colours (Silver (MS1) and Matt Black (MBL2))

Easily installed, specifically designed to fit the unit

Material: Injection-moulded painted ABS
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SIDE CASE STAYS CITY SIDE BAGS

BC6F84G00000 - Black

Stays system required to mount the optional City Side Cases to your TRACER 700.

Easily mounted

Especially engineered for fitting the unit

Strong and durable

Side Cases City

5JW-W0753-1L-05 - Matt Black - Left side

5JW-W0753-1R-05 - Matt Black - Right side

Beautifully sculpted side cases for urban use.

Slim side cases to get around city traffic with more ease

75mm narrower than the Side Cases Touring

The optional fitting Side Case Liners makes it possible to take your luggage off your 

Yamaha quickly

Required part to be ordered 

5P5-28406-01   LOCK SET (3 cylinders)
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ABS side cases

SOFT ABS SIDE CASES SET YAMAHA

BC6F84B80000

Specially designed YAMAHA ABS soft side case set.

Durable ABS

Light weight

Easy handling

Styled to match your Tracer

SIDE CASE STAYS SOFT ABS BAGS

BC6F84230000

Stays system required to mount the optional Soft ABS Side Cases 

to your YAMAHA.

Easily bolt on

High-engineered sturdy system

Strong and durable
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TOP CASE CARRIER

BC6F48D00000

High-quality finished Aluminium carrier to be mounted to the 

rear of the unit, to carry a top case or other luggage.

Fits the 39 L top case city

With integrated passenger hand grips

Designed by the unit project team

39L TOP CASE BLACK TEXTURE

52SF84A80000

Quality top case for extra luggage/storage capacity on your Yamaha.

Exclusively designed for Yamaha Motor by ELM Design Europe

Can hold a (full face) helmet or riding gear

Combine it with the optional 39L Top Case Inner Bag and 39L Top Case Passenger Backrest 

and comfort is all yours

Required part ( lock) 

59C-281C0-00    KEY CYLINDER A (1PCE) (1 key operation) or

52S-21780-09    KEY CYLINDER B (1PCE) STD 

Optional part

37P-F84U0-A0-00    BACKREST FOR 39L TOP CASE

52S-F842M-XX-00    COLOUR TOP COVER 39L( different colour available)
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TANK BAG

YMEFTBAGTR00 TANK BAG TOUR

YMEFTBAGCT00 TANK BAG CITY

YMEFTBAGSP00 TANK BAG SPORT

YMEFTBAGRG00 TANK BAG RING

Functional and sturdy-looking tank bag with innovative quick-lock system; 

handy when you require extra luggage capacity.  

Tank bag quick-lock system allows quick and easy mounting/removal; 

especially handy when unit has to be refuelled.

Volume: 16L - expandable to 22L (TANK BAG – TOUR)

Volume: 11L - expandable to 15L (TANK BAG – CITY)

Map holder and extra side pockets for small items such as your wallet and 

mobile phone

Features the Yamaha logo

Includes hand carry grip at the front

Includes shoulder strap and rain cover as well 

Material: Black 1200 D Filament Polyester

TANK BAG-SPORT

YMEFTBAGSP00

New-smaller tank bag to allow small luggage carrying while enhancing sporty look specific for more 

sportive driving position.

Waterproof with light construction.

Sporty design to adapt to any driving position.

Easy-release with unique fixation point at tank-pad.
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GRIP HEATER - 120MM

YMEF29600000

Programmable grip heater for comfortable warm hands

3 heating settings

Programmable per motorcycle or scooter engine type

Boost-up heating function for quick warm hands

Automatic shut-off to avoid battery drainage

CONNECTOR CABLE HEATED GRIPS

BC6H253L0000

This connector cable can be used for easy apply your heated grips to 

your unit by plug and play.

Connector cable to plug the grip heater direct to your unit

Developed together with the Tracer engineers
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COMFORT SEAT

BC6F4730A000

Exclusively designed, stylish seat - replacing the original - providing extra 

comfort on your journeys.

Easily mounted

Especially engineered for fitting the unit

Strong and durable

Features debossed Tracer logo

COMFORT HEATED SEAT

BC6F4730B000

Exclusively designed, stylish heated seat to replace the original, offering added 

comfort on long-distance and during cold weather conditions.

Provided with special zones for having more comfort

Features debossed Tracer logo

Two materials with nice stitching which attracts your unit

Safety protection in case battery is low or not charging

Heating function available for rider and passenger

Possibility to turn off the heating of the passenger seat

Switch for heated seat
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Akrapovič Titanium full exhaust system

907983346000 TRACER 700 FULL SYS TI        

907983100101 CATALYTIC CONVERTOR

Make your Tracer 700 look and sound even cooler!

Made of high quality, heat resistant stainless steel header pipes with titanium coated 

sleeve

Features exclusively laser engraved TRACER 700 logo

Sophisticated design enhances the looks of your Yamaha

Creates an exciting sound

Fully street legal when the optional catalytic convertor is installed

This is a non Yamaha branded product and is fully developed and produced by 

Akrapovič.
Picture only for reference!
Final product may differ.

HIGH SCREEN                   

BC6F83J00000

High screen for enhanced wind protection on long-distance touring.

Durable and scratch-resistant

Wider and higher than original screen

Fits seamlessly as specifically designed for the model

Easy replacement of the original screen

Features the Tracer logo
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HANDLEBAR BAG

BC6F483E0000

Small bag for easy carry small items during touring, like your 

wallet, smartphone or agenda.

Quick-lock system allows quick and easy mounting/removal

Bag can easily be fitted on your belt

Features the Yamaha logo

Has a nice see through pocket for smartphones

CROSS BAR

BC6F2141V000CROSS BAR TI

BC6F2141V200CROSS BAR RED

High quality finished, titanium-colored cross bar which replacing the 

original variant.

Enhances the looks of your Yamaha

Fits the additional handlebar bag

By Gilles Tooling
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Not final specifications

LPH - TRACER 700

BC6H45500000

Stylish license plate holder to replace the original.

Adds extra style to your Yamaha

Includes LED license plate light

Includes bracket for original reflector

Supports the standard flashers and the optional available

FULL RADIATOR COVER

BC6E246700P0

Stylish black Aluminium radiator cover.

Provides improved protection against small stone impact

High quality matt black finish

Complements the bike's styling even further

Features the TRACER logo

Not final specifications
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CHAIN GUARD

BC6F23100000

High quality finished chain shield, replacing the 

original.

Enhances the looks of your Tracer 700

Consist of two differently colored components

Matches perfectly with other optional available billet 

components

12 V DC OUTLET

2PP855A00000

plug to connect external electronics like phone chargers and 

navigation equipment

Suitable to charge your electronic equipment such as mobile phone 

or MP3 player

Genuine Yamaha plug matches the pre-wiring of your Yamaha

Maximum load: 2 Amp

Integrated fuse to avoid damage to your Yamaha in case of a short 

circuit

Compatible with the optional available USB Adaptor
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FRAME COVER SET

1WSF21110000  FRAME COVER SET TI

BC6F21112000   FRAME COVER SET RED

Frame tube end cover set.

High quality anodized Aluminium

Enhance the design of your bike

OIL FILLER CAP

1WSF15360000 OIL FILLER CAP TI

BC6F15362000  OIL FILLER CAP RED

Billet Aluminium oil filler cap. Titanium anodized.

Enhance the design of your bike

high quality anodized Aluminium
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REAR SET BLACK - TI/RED

BC6F81100000

Kit that enables to alter the position of the Tracer 700 foot 

pedals, Foot pegs, rear brake pedal and gear shift pedal 

positions are fully adjustable Features Yamaha and Gilles 

Assures steady grip for rider feet

With vibration absorbing dampers

No free play thanks to bearing journals

Dedicated and high quality design by Gilles Tooling

Comes with Titanium and Red colour rings

Designed wider foot rest area and ergonomic shape for long 

distance
Not final specifications

PASS. FOOT RESTS BLACK - TI/RE

BC6F27430000

Stylish and high-quality finished passenger foot rests replacements.

Designed wider foot rest area and ergonomic shape for long distance

Assures steady grip for passenger feet

With vibration absorbing dampers

Sold per set of two

Comes with Titanium and Red colour rings

Not final specifications
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Levers

BC6F39220000 BRAKE LEVER BLACK

1RCF39120000 CLUTCH LEVER BLACK

Exclusively designed and produced by Gilles Tooling, a set of brake and clutch 

levers. The brake lever is redesigned to position it closer to the hand grip

Featuring Gilles Tooling logo

Material: black anodised high quality billet aluminium

Side Stand Extension

1WSF73110000

Kit that extends the base of the original Tracer 700 side stand. Provides larger 'footprint' 

for stable parking; especially on soft ground Extra convenient when using the optional 

Yamaha soft side bags

Provides extra support surface for stable parking

Extra convenient when using the Yamaha soft side bags

High quality finish enhances the looks of your Tracer
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• FRONT 

With integrated 

position light!

LED flashers plus

YME-FLB2F-00-00  LED BLINKER FRONT PLUS 

YME-FLB2R-00-00  LED BLINKER REAR PLUS 

Styleful flashers with unique integrated position light.

Unique design by GK Design specially for Yamaha

Includes flashers speed regulating resistor

High quality materials and finish

Including quick mounting connectors

Includes black and silver plates to finish the styling of your 

Yamaha to your liking

More safety on the road thanks to position light

Flashers for the front and rear are sold separately

Front and rear flashers are sold per set of two

LED flashers

YME-W0789-00-00 LED BLINKERS SET ARROW BLACK 

YME-W0789-20-00 LED BLINKERS SET ARROW CARBON 

Stylish flashers to replace the standard flashers.

Unique design by GK Design specially for Yamaha

Includes blinker speed regulating resistor

9 LEDs per blinker

55cm long wire with shrink sleeve

Sold per set of two

Available in 2 variations

• REAR

With integrated position light 

and brake light!


